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The terminology of cerebellar ataxias (CAs) embraces a ubiquitous deficit in 3 elemental domains: (a) limbs’ motor

symptoms, (b) oculomotor symptoms, and (c) cognitive/emotional symptoms occurring in patients showing cerebellar

dysfunction. Patients with CAs develop inaccuracy and clumsiness limb movements, characterized by dysmetria, tremor

and adiadochokinesis. Posture is irregular and gait is unstable. Ocular movements lack accuracy. Cerebellar patients also

show similar deficits in executive functions, linguistic processing, spatial cognition and affect regulation. Recent

physiological studies have clarified that cerebellar outputs are modified by the release or facilitation of Purkinje cell-

mediated inhibition on the cerebellar nucleus neurons. Thus, impairments in the formation of output signals elicit asthenia

and adventitious movements, described by Holmes. These output signals are formed under controls of the internal

forward model, embedded in the cerebellum. The deficits in the predictive computation for voluntary movements explains

a range of characteristics accompanied by dysmetria. We argue that the impairments in the cerebellar outputs signals and

the dysfunction in the internal forward model are fundamental mechanisms explaining the deficits in the 3 domains.
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1. What are Cerebellar Ataxias?

Lesions of the cerebellum elicit inaccuracy and clumsiness in limb movements, instability in posture/gait and inaccurate

ocular saccades, collectively termed as “ataxia”. The diseases affecting the cerebellum are gathered under the umbrella of

cerebellar ataxias (CAs) . The term "ataxia" originates from Bouillaud (1846), who used this term to describe a failure of

coordination in voluntary movements .

The inaccuracy and clumsiness can be observed clearly in a test of fast alternative hand movements. When patients with

CA are asked to alternate pronation and supination as fast as possible, their abilities to execute successive movements

are reduced or abolished, termed as “adiadochokinésie” by Babinski . Notably, the execution of elementary movements

at average speed is still possible. Patients with CAs stand or walk with a large body-sway and a wide compensatory

stance, and their stepings are irregular . In addition to limbs’ motor control and oculomotor control, cerebellar

dysfunction also generates similar deficits in executive functions, linguistic processing, spatial cognition, and affect

regulation (cerebellar cognitive affective syndrome, also referred to as the Schmahmann syndrome) .

Among a wide range of manifestations of cerebellar ataxias, dysmetria is a core symptom not only in cerebellar motor

ataxias  but also in cerebellar cognitive affective syndrome (dysmetria of thought) . Babinski first reported with details

motor dysmetria in 1899 . Its most common form is hypermetria, a movement overshooting the target. For example, in

the finger-to-nose test, the index finger initially follows an intended direction but later exceeds the aimed nose and hits the

cheek. Movement ends in a few corrective oscillations until the finger finally reaches the nose . Hypermetria is larger

when the inertia of the limb is increased and is velocity-dependent. Cerebellar patients can also show an undershoot or

premature arrest before the target, called hypometria. Exaggerated and unstable movements are observed in the elbow,

shoulder, trunk and head during the test. This motor dysmetria is distinct from kinetic tremor, which is reduced by addition

of inertia to the moving limb.

2. Classical Pathophysiologies: Timing versus Synergy

What parameter does the cerebellum control? Two main models have been suggested to account for cerebelalr functions;

timing and synergie .

Timing. Timing theory originates from studies by Luciani and Holmes. Luciani postulated that the cerebellum exerts a

supportive influence on the rest of the nervous system, namely cerebellar fine-tuning of motor control . This idea was

pushed forward by Holmes who described that " the cerebellum reinforces or tunes up the cerebral motor apparatus,

including subcortical structures with motor functions, so that they respond promptly to volitional stimuli and the impulses
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from them which excite muscular contractions are properly graded" . He attributed decomposition of movements to the

delay in initiation in single-joint movements. Accumulating evidence has confirmed the involvement of the cerebellum in

precise timing control . Patients with CAs show a disproportionate increase in temporal variability during a finger-

tapping task compared to a circle drawing task, suggesting ataxic impairment in movement timing . Timing of antagonist

muscle commands is delayed. Patients also show disrupted timing in conditioned eyeblink responses in the eyeblink

conditioning test .

Synergy. “Synergie” theory originates from a series of classic work published more than a century ago . Babinski

defined synergy as "an association of movements that constitute a single act". Thach  emphasized that "the cerebellum

combines and integrates the many factors to initiate coordinated movements of the many body parts, and it thus enables

to play the unique role of initiating coordinated movements". The cerebellar role in coordinating movements becomes

more critical in multi-joint movements. Consistently, inactivation or ablation of the cerebellar nucleus did not affect simple

movements. On the other hand, compound movements were impaired and eliminated . A recent study showed that a

PC inhibited and disinhibited the activity of a selective muscle, but not in surrounding muscles, allowing execution of

movement performed with a small number of muscles .

3. Disorganized Disinhibition and Inhibition in Cerebellar Outputs Signals:
Pathomecanisms underlying Asthenia and Adventitious Movements

Holmes proposed the term ataxia, which included decomposition of movement, asynergia, dysmetria, and tremor .

These deficits are the major clinical signs of cerebellar disorders. He also described other curious complaints by the

patients: "they had not nearly so much power in affected limbs". Then he described "a delay in initiating muscle

contractions and a slowness in attaining the exertion of full power", which was defined clinically as asthenia. He also

introduced a simple method for examination of asthenia; "when the observer’s hands are placed in the patient’s, and he is

asked to grasp them firmly at a given signal; the slowness of the affected limb in starting the action and the developing full

power is often unmistakable" (asthenia was already coined by Luciani). In addition, he described adventitious movements
in a chapter on adiadochokinesis. In addition to patients’ inability to execute alternate movements quickly and correctly,

i.e., adiadochokinesis, he pointed out adventitious movements at elbow and shoulder, which led to instability of proximal

joints . Asthenia represents insufficient activities of muscles to be recruited, while adventitious movement is

unintentional activation of muscle to be suppressed. Thus, asthenia and adventitiousness are opposite to each other in

terms of pathophysiology.

Indeed, recent physiological findings from our lab  explained asthenia and adventitiousness systematically. We found

that during wrist movement of monkeys, a great majority of Purkinje cells (PCs), with somatosensory receptive fields

(RFs) in the distal arm, was strongly suppressed before movement onset, while a great majority of dentate cells (DNs)

with the same RFs demonstrated concurrent burst of activity. In contrast, PCs with RFs in the proximal arm demonstrated

marked and simultaneous increase in activity, while DNs with the same RFs were strongly suppressed . Our

observation suggests that activation of DNs generated by reduced inhibition from PCs, i.e., disinhibition, facilitates the

execution of wrist movement, while suppression of the DNs by increased PC activity contributes to the stabilization of

proximal muscles to improve task performance. Namely, deficits of disinhibition and inhibition of DNs could be the

physiological counterparts of asthenia and adventitiousness, respectively.

In conclusion, asthenia and adventitiousness appear to reflect deficits in the control of disinhibition and inhibition that

determines the cerebellar outputs. We propose that these Holmes’ overlooked minor clinical signs could be essential

building blocks of major signs of ataxia such as decomposition of movement, asynergia, dysmetria, and tremor  (Figure

1).
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Figure 1. Relationship between breakdown of two modes of dentate nucleus cell (DNC) output and asthenia (top) and

adventitious movements (bottom) (Ishikawa et al., 2015). Asthenia (top) is the consequence of breakdown of the Indirect
mode while Adventitious movements (bottom) is the result of breakdown of the Direct mode. The diagram provides a

summary of the functional organization of the cerebellum (Ishikawa et al. 2014). In the cerebellar cortex, mossy fiber (MF)

inputs (INPUT) are relayed by granule cells (GCs) and processed through two parallel but different pathways, an indirect

pathway (Indirect) and a direct pathway (Direct). In the indirect pathway (top), parallel fiber (PF) inputs activate

interneurons (INs) that suppress PCs. Because PC activity provides tonic suppression of DNCs, suppression of PC

activity facilitates DNCs through disinhibition (OUTPUT↑). Breakdown of this output mode leads to a decrease in

facilitatory output, resulting in Asthenia. In the direct pathway (bottom), PF inputs excite PCs directly. Because PCs are

inhibitory, their activation suppresses the DNCs (OUTPUT↓). Breakdown of this output mode leads to a decrease in

suppression, resulting in Adventitious movements. CF: climbing fiber. (+): excitatory synapses, (-): inhibitory synapses

(Ishikawa et al., 2015).

4. Deficits in the Internal forward Model: Pathomechanisms underlying
Dysmetria

A challenge in biological motor control is the temporal delay in afferent sensory signals in reaching the central nervous

system from peripheral sensory organs . The feedback delay originates mainly from the nerve conduction and ranges

from 10 ms in small animals and 100 ms in large animals . In control engineering, feedback control based on such

delayed sensory signals results in oscillatory and unstable movements. In reaching, for example, a feedback controller

based on delayed sensory signals pushes a plant toward a target even when the plant already arrives at the target,

leading to an overshoot of the target. An internal model solves the delayed feedback problem by simulating the

musculoskeletal dynamics internally in the brain . There are two broad classes of an internal model. An internal forward

model performs the predictive computation of a current state of the body from a previous state and an efference copy of

control signals. A state estimate by an internal model allows fast and stable control of the body, termed as internal

feedback control. An internal inverse model, in contrast, computes control signals from a movement goal or a desired

movement. The control signals produced by an internal inverse model drive the musculoskeletal system and then realizes

the desired action without depending on delayed sensory signals. In summary, internal forward and inverse models are a

state predictor and a controller, respectively, as a possible solution for the delayed feedback problem.

Recent psychophysical, neuroimaging and computational studies support that the cerebellum performs the predictive

computation of an internal forward model . The cerebrocerebellum receives projections from both the cerebral cortex

and peripheral sensory pathways, satisfying an anatomical requirement for an internal forward model . We here explain

two of our recent studies that support the internal-forward-model hypothesis of the cerebellum. One study compared
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behavioral data of healthy controls and ataxic patients in a wrist-tracking task . We found that the predictive component

in the movement showed increased error and delay compared to that of the controls. The control subjects could smoothly

track the target motion, whereas the ataxic patients moved their wrists lagged against the target, resulting in irregular

trajectories with intermittent corrections. The predictive component in the control subjects lagged the target motion only by

66 ms, whereas the cerebellar patients lagged significantly as much as 172 ms. Therefore, the behavioral analysis

revealed a selective deficit in the predictive tracking movement in the ataxic patients. The other study analyzed single-unit

activities of the cerebellar cells in a behaving monkey during a step-tracking movement of the wrist joint . The theory of

an internal forward model provides a straightforward and experimentally confirmable prediction; the current output from an

internal forward model should predict the future input to the model. If the cerebellum is to function as a forward model, the

theory requires that the current cerebellar output (activities of dentate cells) should contain predictive information about

the future cerebellar input (activities of mossy fibers). Supporting this prediction, we found that the cerebellar output at

time t could predict the cerebellar output at time t+t1. These studies support the internal-forward-model hypothesis of the

cerebellum.

Motor dysmetria in cerebellar ataxia stems from deficits of the predictive computation of the internal forward model in the

cerebellum . When the predictive computation does not function properly, the brain depends on the delayed sensory

feedback, leading to oscillatory and unstable movements, as in the reaching example explained above. The predictive

computation also plays a possible role in coordination among multiple degrees of freedom and properly controlled timing

in muscle activity onsets. All parts of the body are not independent of each other but interact dynamically, so controlling

one degree of freedom requires the prediction of dynamical interactions from other degrees of freedom. In multi-joint

actions, a movement in one joint influences changes in other joints through interaction torques such as Coriolis and

centrifugal forces. Coordinated and appropriately timed activities in multiple muscles necessitate the dynamic prediction of

body states.In this way, the two perspectives in classic pathophysiology, the timing and the synergy theories, fit with the

framework of the predictive forward model. We propose that motor dysmetria occurs as a result of the impaired predictive

computation of the internal forward model in the cerebellum.
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